Genomic privacy? Direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies and the processing of sensitive personal data
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Abstract: This paper explores the processing of sensitive personal data for genealogical purposes by studying how the privacy policies of three direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The methodological approach is content analysis. The privacy policies are analysed in relation to the three core principles of 1) adherence to GDPR; 2) transparent processing of personal data; and 3) consent. The paper also discusses privacy in relation to third parties whose sensitive personal data is processed indirectly due to the nature of DNA as shared between family members. The main result is that the privacy policies rarely mention GDPR; when mentioned it is done in a brief way; the privacy policies studied convey insufficient transparency as regards data processing; and the current legal framework does not suffice to protect the privacy of genetic relatives of users whose personal data is being processed indirectly.
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Introduction
Direct-to-consumer genetic testing (DTCGT) are DNA-testing products that consumers can purchase over the counter or online. DTCGT is a rapidly growing industry developed alongside advances in genetic and genomic science, arguably transforming family history by enabling genetic genealogy (Stallard & De Groot, 2020). Genetic data warrants a high standard of privacy protection since 1) it may be used to identify predispositions, disease risk, and predict future medical conditions; 2) it may reveal information about the individual’s family members, including future children; 3) it may contain unexpected information or information of which the full impact may not be understood at the time of collection; and 4) it may have cultural significance for groups or individuals (Future of Privacy Forum, 2018). The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) prohibits processing genetic and biometric data with several exceptions, including when “the data subject has given explicit consent to the processing of those personal data for one or more specified purposes”, and when “processing relates to personal data which are manifestly made public by the data subject” (GDPR, 2016, Article 9).
DTCGT companies do try to avoid, to a reasonable extent, health informative markers and privacy policies exist to ensure that consumers can make informed decisions. However, researchers have raised concern regarding transparency related to confidentiality, privacy, and secondary use of data (Howard, Knoppers & Borry, 2020), compliance with international guidelines (Laestadius, Rich & Auer, 2017), and information provided to third parties (Wallace et al, 2015). A recent Swedish report indicated problems concerning one DTCGT company’s’ privacy policy and their terms and conditions by concluding “a number of the terms that Swedish consumers agree to should be considered unreasonable” (Swedish Consumers’ Association, 2020, our translation).

On the basis of international research pointing to problems with privacy policies in general and the Swedish Consumers’ Association pointing to specific problems regarding one DTCGT company operating in Sweden, this paper explores the privacy policies of three DTCGT companies offering their products and services to Swedish customers. The privacy policies are read in relation to GDPR, and their implications are discussed in relation to personal integrity. Note that the paper does not claim to assess the industry as a whole, nor point out any company as ‘worse’ than any other. It does, however, take a critical standpoint as the guiding principle, discussing privacy protection in general and sensitive personal data in particular.  

Aim and purpose
The paper contributes to the field of research that concerns the tensions between sensitive personal data, law, and new technical possibilities. Our purpose is to explore and problematize what three selected DTCGT companies say in their privacy policies about their processing of genetic personal data, and discuss the limitations of the legal
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4 The concepts used in the paper are defined according to GDPR, Chapter 1, article 4.
framework in relation to the nature of DNA as shared between different individuals. The research questions are:
1. How do the three companies’ privacy policies comply with the General Data Protection Regulation?
2. What are the limitations of the current legal framework when considering the nature of genetic data as shared between individuals?

**Background**
GDPR came into force in 2018 with the aim to protect citizen’s integrity. Provisions existed previously in extant European Data Protection Law under an EU Directive (95/46/EC). GDPR asserts that “the protection of natural persons in relation to the processing of personal data is a fundamental right” (GDPR, 2016). It includes definitions of what personal data is, and how this data may be processed. The main principle is that natural persons are to have control over their own personal data, and that sensitive data merit specific protection. GDPR applies both when the entity processing the personal data is established within the EU and when an entity outside the EU offers goods and services to people within the Union, even if the data are being stored or used outside of the EU. Consequently, GDPR has had a significant influence on privacy and data protection law worldwide (Phillips, 2019, Zaeem & Barber, 2020). GDPR applies in principle to every kind of operation and activity and regardless of who carries out the processing. Thus, while none of the companies in focus of the present paper are EU entities, they are still obliged to follow GDPR.

Technological development, having “transformed both the economy and social life”, is stated as the main reason why GDPR was created (GDPR, 2016). DNA analysis combined with digital data processing is an example of such transformative technology. As King puts it, “DTCGT represents a new frontier in the collection of personal information” (King, 2019, p. 2).

Commercial DNA-testing has been used since the 1980s to assist with criminal investigations (Aronson, 2007) and determine familial relations (Cole, 2001). Today, tests are advertised for a variety of purposes, including genealogy. Like traditional records, the results need to be interpreted and evaluated regarding accuracy and significance.
(Donovan, Pasquetto & Pierre, 2018). Taking a DNA-test does not automatically reveal all one wishes to know about familial relations, and it can take a lot of time and effort to, for example, find the genetic grandfather one is looking for (Classon, 2019). Nevertheless, the advent of DNA testing has undeniably opened up a new information resource for genealogists to explore. According to Stevens, “DNA sequencing machines are computerised instruments that produce DNA as bits and bytes. In this sense, a human genome sequence is already a new media object – it is born online, to be stored in databases and transmitted across the Internet” (Stevens, 2015, p. 394).

The DTCGT companies’ value lie in providing a platform through which users can exchange information and utilise the logic of crowdsourcing when they organise and make accessible large volumes of data. Opting in to make yourself searchable and available for matching with others is a prerequisite for using the test result to its fullest extent. The privacy policies that users need to approve before using the services that DTCGT-companies provide should convey clear appreciation and understanding of all relevant facts, implications, and consequences. However, a recent case indicates that these requirements are not always met. In 2020, the Swedish Consumers Association (SCA), reported MyHeritage to the Swedish Authority for Privacy Protection. A review of MyHeritage’s contract terms, concluded that the terms and conditions were unreasonable, violated the 3 § of the Swedish Contract Terms Act (SFS, 1994:1512), and did not follow GDPR (Swedish Consumers’ Association, 2020). SCA said it was almost impossible for consumers to understand the terms and conditions, including the privacy policy; that the texts were too long and contained difficult words and concepts normally only used by lawyers and researchers within the field of medicine; that the terms and conditions as well as the privacy policy contained misleading wording and disclaimers; that the English and the Swedish versions did not correspond; and that the company was careless with personal data. MyHeritage also demanded that users waive the right to a trial in Sweden, insisting that consumers would not have the right to report the company anywhere but Israel, where the head office was located. According to MyHeritage’s contract terms, it would therefore be impossible to bring a lawsuit against the company in Swedish court. In an email to SVT
Nyheter [Swedish Television News] MyHeritage responded briefly to some of the criticisms levelled at them, announcing that they had never shared personal data with third parties and that they were working to produce clearer agreements (Sveriges Television, 2020).

The example above points to a reason why DTCGT companies do not follow GDPR, namely that their business stem from and operate within other legislations that are not compatible with GDPR. Nevertheless, any person or entity operating within the EU should, according to GDPR, adapt their processing of personal data to the principles and rules established in the regulation.

**Related research**

Zaeem & Barber (2020) attempted to quantify how GDPR had improved privacy policies around the globe. Their findings indicated that though some progress had been made, more was necessary. Noncompliance often occurred “in the form of failing to explicitly indicate compliance, which in turn speaks to an organization’s lack of transparency and disclosure regarding their processing and protection of personal information” (Zaeem & Barber, 2020, p. 1). Similar problems have been shown in studies that focus on other legal frameworks than GDPR. In a study focusing on the differing legal frameworks of England, Wales, Germany, and South Korea, Lee found that though the laws were different the problems of how genetic data could be used was very similar, suggesting that clearer guidelines are needed to balance the use of DNA technology with the laws (Lee, 2016). In a study focusing on federal statutes and regulations in the USA, Wright Clayton et al. criticised the existing juridical framework, arguing that “it has been difficult to develop broadly applicable legal principles for genetic privacy” and concluded that “few, if any, legal doctrines or enactments provide accurate protection or meaningful control to individuals over disclosures that may affect them” (Wright Clayton et al., 2019, p. 1). Phillips reviewed contracts of 71 DTCGT companies that provide tests for health purposes, concluding that it was questionable if the contracts were adequate to comply with UK law (Phillips, 2017 & 2019). Laestadius, Rich, & Auer (2017) assessed compliance with international transparency
guidelines concluding that these were not consistently met in relation to transparency, privacy, and secondary use of data. Stevens examined the interdependence between biotechnology and new media in the development of DTCGT companies, maintaining that the Web “allows genetic testing services to operate within an ambiguous regulatory framework” (Stevens, 2015, p. 395).

Noncompliance and legal ambiguity are however not the only problems - research on online contracts and wrap agreements show that users might not read them due to their length and to their rate of recurrence in the online environment (Obar & Oeldorf-Hirsch, 2020), and that even when reading privacy policies, there is “a significant level of misunderstanding on the part of consumers” on their meaning and effect (Phillips, 2015a, p. 72). In relation to DTCGT, Phillips argued that privacy policies need to be “(...) more comprehensive and address the issues of data sharing, sale, storage, and security in much greater depth and explicitly draw consumers’ attention to companies’ privacy practice” (Phillips, 2015b, p. 63), and suggested that contracts could be improved by making them more interactive, drawing attention to key clauses, and offering more options to opt out of services (Phillips, 2015a, p. 73). Surveying privacy policies of 90 DTCGT companies operating in the USA, Hazel & Slobogin observed “tremendous variability across the DTCGT industry in the quantity and quality of information provided to consumers concerning the collection, use, and sharing of their genetic data” (Hazel & Slobogin, 2018, p. 66), and though the majority made vague references to potentially applicable laws in their policy documents, they provided little or no information regarding their scope or potential applicability to DTCGT. Benoliel & Becher conducted linguistic readability tests to the five hundred most popular websites in the United States that use sign-in-wrap agreements, arguing that “Whereas consumers are expected and presumed to read their contracts, suppliers do not generally have a duty to draft readable contracts” (Benoliel & Becher, 2019, p. 2256). Yet, despite the shortcomings of privacy policies, an interview study conducted by King (2019) indicated that users are prone to lack risk awareness, trust DTCGT companies with their sensitive data, and assume that anonymity will protect them from potential privacy harm.
The use of DNA databases also creates several new ethical, legal, and integrity related challenges due to the possibility to reveal sensitive personal information about genetic relatives. Law enforcement agencies have been able to identify criminals by accessing databases managed by DTCGT companies. Often it is not a case of direct matches, but of using genetic data from relatives to hone in on a suspect. Thus, though an agreement between two parties – the DTCGT company and the user – might seem unproblematic it potentially affects other persons as well, regardless of them knowing about it. This is because, as Ram puts it, “genetic information is not like other forms of private or personal information because it is shared— immutably and involuntarily—in ways that are identifying of both the source and that person’s close genetic relatives” (Ram, 2015, p. 873). Extending this perspective to a societal level, King has argued that DTCGT “could be the final nail in the coffin of anonymity, as even those people who don’t have a traceable digital presence find themselves drawn into a genetic human map through their relatives” (King, 2019, p. 27). It has been argued that DNA technology needs to be complemented and limited with a better and clearer legal framework and that cooperation is required between companies, law enforcement, bioethicists and others involved to create a responsible use of people’s DNA (Kennett, 2019).

Theory
This section provides a brief overview of privacy as a theoretical concept and its relation to genetic data which is the type of data we focus on specifically in this paper.

Privacy is a normative concept, inscribed in article 12 of the Universal declaration of human rights (United Nations, 1948). The right to privacy refers to “the ethical and legal principles that recognize the importance of limited access to an individual or information about an individual” (Wright Clayton et al., 2019, p. 5). According to GDPR, limiting access is a challenge due to “rapid technological developments and globalisation” which have brought new obstacles for the protection of personal data, not least due to the increased scale of data collection and sharing (GDPR, 2016, p. 2). Disclosure or misuse of personal data can negatively affect individuals’ relationships, reputation, employability,
insurability, financial status, and more (Nissim & Wood, 2018).

Privacy was originally associated with secrecy or concealment, a “right to be let alone” (Warren & Brandelis, 1890, p. 193). The current understanding of privacy focuses more on privacy as a matter of control in relation to data privacy, “a personal right to control the use of one’s data” (Schwartz, 2000, p. 816). This “privacy control-paradigm”, Schwartz argues, is a “liberal autonomy principle” that places the individual at the centre of decision-making through “individual stewardship of personal data”, and “encourages a property approach to personal information that transforms data into a commodity” (ibid., p. 820). Personal data can even be described as the “currency of the Internet” (Zaeem & Barber, 2020, p. 17). GDPR fits into this paradigm as it is an attempt to balance the interest of businesses with the interest of the individual. Though GDPR revolves around information privacy, the concept of privacy is not used in the regulation. The individual is at the centre of the regulation, and is referred to as “data subject”, a term that occurs 406 times, or “natural person”, a term that occurs 131 times. Exchanges and flows of personal data are in GDPR connected to the proper functioning of the internal market - creating trust is described as essential to “allow the digital economy to develop” (GDPR, 2016).

There are different types of personal data and some are considered sensitive, such as genetic data, “personal data relating to the inherited or acquired genetic characteristics of a natural person which result from the analysis of a biological sample from the natural person in question” (GDPR, 2016). Theoretically, a difference can be made between genetic material and the information rendered from analysing it, but these entities can also be seen as indistinguishable: De Witte and ten Have discussed the ownership of genetic material and information, maintaining that “On the level of scientific research there is hardly a distinction between genetic material and genetic information (genetic material is genetic information)” (De Witte & the Have, 1997, p. 58), and therefore: “With regard to genetic material and genetic information a reason to acknowledge ownership is not so much the possibility of selling genetic material and information, but the right to prevent others from having access to one’s genetic material and information” (Witte & ten Have, 1997, p 57f). Wright
Clayton et al. also highlighted that the genome is “a uniquely individual assemblage of widely shared common elements” that “imbues it with a dual private and public significance that confounds any discussion of policy addressing genetic privacy” (Wright Clayton et al., 2019, p. 2). This complicates GDPRs’ notion of personal data as tied to and owned by one individual.

In the context of DTCGT the genome can be seen as an information resource or even a “book of life” (Kay, 2000) that people can explore to learn more about themselves and their familial relations. In their study about how DNA was used among attendees at DNA collection sessions in northern England, Scully, King & Brown (2013), conceptualised genetic code as “a form of archival memory” connected to narratives of identity, which in turn relate to macro narratives such as nationality, collective memory, and domesticity. According to Stevens, “DNA histories connect individual history (genealogy) to grand stories of human migration and exploration” and provide “powerful ways of forming group identities at a time when older narratives of identity (centred on nation, ethnicity, culture, and language) are being eroded” (Stevens, 2015, p. 391). DTCGT companies offer to give test takers insight into their genetic heritage on an aggregate level, and also on a more personal level tied to familial relations with other test-takers. However, once two test takers are connected, for example by revealing that they are half-siblings, the relationships to other family members, such as genetic parents, are also revealed - regardless of their consent or knowledge.

Material and method

Our material consists of privacy policies from three selected DTCGT companies. To use the services that the companies provide, users must agree to two types of policy documents where one is the privacy policy, and the other is the terms and conditions. The choice to focus primarily on the first type is that this is where the companies describe what data they collect, how they process personal data, and how they adhere to GDPR. The companies were selected on the basis of a list compiled by the Swedish Society for Genetic Genealogy (SSGG) of the top companies active in Sweden. This association’s purpose was to support genealogists and
accelerate the use of DNA for genealogical purposes in Sweden and we thus regarded SSGG as a solid basis for knowledge about DTCGT companies operating in the country. Further, the companies chosen are not only known in genealogical circles but are household names that continuously expand their business not only in Sweden but also in other countries in the European Union and other parts of the globe. MyHeritage, an Israeli company founded in 2003, was in 2021 according to SSGG the company with the largest number of tested persons from Europe and among the more popular in Scandinavia. FamilyTreeDNA, founded in Texas in 2000 and in 2021 bought by the Australian company MyDNA, was according to SSGG was the company with the largest number of tested Swedes in 2021. Ancestry, founded in USA 1996, was in 2021 the largest company among the three. Their database had a preponderance of American history and genetic information which had proven especially useful for Swedes searching for emigrant ancestors (SSGG, 2020).

The versions of the privacy policies studied were from July 6, 2021 (MyHeritage), July 5, 2019 (FamilyTreeDNA), and August 3, 2021 (Ancestry). The amount of text ranged from about 5000 to 7000 words. The result was obtained through qualitative content analysis (Krippendorf, 2013), facilitating systematic reading and thematizing. The material was read repeatedly to acquire a good grasp of the whole. The units of analysis (Neuendorf 2017) selected were occasions where the privacy policies mentioned GDPR or explained how sensitive personal data was processed. Processing entails to collect, register, organise, preserve, change, read, transfer, spread, delete, or destroy data (IMY, 2021b). The occasions found were extracted, then sorted deductively according to the three principles of (i) adherence to GDPR, (ii) transparent processing of personal data, and (iii) consent. The material was also used to understand the problems of ensuring the privacy of genetic relatives of individuals using the services of DTCGT companies. To help interpret the privacy policies in relation to GDPR we used writings from the Swedish Authority for Privacy Protection ([Integritetsskyddsmyndigheten] IMY), designated by the Swedish government as the supervisory authority under GDPR (IMY, 2021a).
Result and analysis

The GDPR principles informing the examination of the privacy policies are presented under the respective sub section below. The core of GDPR is that personal data should only be processed when there are good reasons for it – it must be justified why an organisation holds a collection of personal data, and controllers should weigh their own interests against those of the data subjects.

Adherence

It is not enough to state that GDPR is followed, it must be clear how. Controllers need to “demonstrate the compliance of processing activities with this Regulation” (GDPR, 2016, p. 14). This section is therefore guided by the question of how the companies show that they adhere to the principles of GDPR. The result shows that only one of the companies mention GDPR in their privacy policy.

Ancestry did not mention GDPR but said, “Under EU and UK law, we are required to specify the purposes for which we process your Personal Information and the legal bases which we rely on to do this”. The legal bases were accounted for in a separate document, where “Legitimate interests” was stated as the legal base to personalise, understand, maintain, develop, and improve Ancestry’s services and to conduct scientific, statistical, and historical research on aggregated genetic information. What was meant by legitimate interests was not explained further than saying “Where we rely on legitimate interests to process your Personal Information, you have the right to object to such processing (meaning that you can ask us to stop). You can use your privacy settings to control certain ways in which we process your data”. Other legal bases found in the document seemed more straightforward, such as explicit consent (to undertake scientific research on biological samples), consent-device based permissions (to collect geolocation information from users’ devices), and compliance with legal obligations (to detect and defend against fraudulent, abusive, or unlawful activity).

FamilyTreeDNA did not mention GDPR either, instead they referred to Privacy Shield Framework, an agreement that they said allowed American companies to process personal data from Europe. However, in its judgement of 16 July 2020 (Case C-311/18), the Court of Justice of the European Union had ruled that the EU-US Privacy Shield
was no longer a valid mechanism to transfer personal data from the European Union to the United States. The annulment of Privacy Shield meant that personal data controllers in the EU were no longer allowed to transfer personal data to recipients in the US based on Privacy Shield. The European Commission and the US Government had started negotiations on a successor arrangement to the EU-US Privacy Shield to comply with the judgement of the Court. A possible explanation as to why this agreement was still in the privacy policy was that the latest update when the document was accessed was made in 2019. However, GDPR was already adopted by then. Thus, FamilyTreeDNA referred to an obsolete regulation.

MyHeritage said they had “taken steps to ensure compliance with all applicable privacy laws, including the general data protection regulation (GDPR)”. However, the Terms and conditions (2020) still asserted that: “This Agreement and any dispute regarding the Service shall be exclusively governed by the laws of the State of Israel, without regard to conflict of law provisions, and you agree that any legal proceeding about the execution, performance and/or enforcement of this Agreement shall be brought exclusively to the courts located in Tel Aviv, Israel.” In the privacy policy, under the heading “Legal grounds for the processing of personal information” MyHeritage aimed to explain their justification for processing personal data, which included when “the processing is in our legitimate commercial interests subject to your interests and fundamental rights”. What was meant by legitimate commercial interests or what basic rights consumers was not explicitly stated.

TRANSPARENCY

This section focuses on linguistic clarity. GDPR says “any information and communication relating to the processing of those personal data be easily accessible and easy to understand, and that clear and plain language be used” (GDPR, 2016, p. 9).

The number of words in the privacy policies ranged from 5000 to 7000. Counting other referenced documents (terms and conditions, cookie policy, extended details on privacy preference) added 8500 - 15 500 words. Users thus needed to read a significant amount of text to grasp how
their data was being processed. All three companies stated that they might change their privacy policy at any time, requiring users to keep updated. A general problem was that the privacy policies did not offer a clear distinction between personal data and sensitive personal data. Another problem was that sweeping phrases – “for example”, “among other things”, “etcetera” – were used when explaining ways in which data was processed. All companies included disclaimers regarding data security, saying that while using reasonable efforts, they could not guarantee that loss, misuse, or alteration of data would not occur. All companies also said they disclosed personal information to third parties, and used personal data to develop new products and services.

Ancestry defined Personal Information as “information that can identify you directly or indirectly”; DNA data as “machine-readable biometric data”; and genetic information as “DNA data and any information derived from it such as ethnicity estimates, communities, traits, and genetic relative matches”. A 7-point bullet list was provided of the primary purposes for which Ancestry used genetic information, which included “studying aggregated genetic information to better understand population and ethnicity-related health, wellness, ageing, or physical conditions”, and to “conduct scientific, statistical, and historical research”. Ancestry emphasised that they only shared genetic information with selected third parties, including Ancestry Companies, other users, and service providers which would “have access to some of your information, including some of your Personal Information, in their systems”. It was highlighted that biological samples were not considered personal information and that users could request to have their biological samples destroyed.

FamilyTreeDNA defined personal information as “information that can help identify you”, and genetic information as “readable DNA Data”, which is converted from extracted DNA. “Sensitive information” was a term used but not defined. FamilyTreeDNA said they used genetic information for purposes which “may include, in addition to other things not specifically mentioned” to “perform statistical, scientific, and historical research”. Third party service providers, not specified, would “have some of your information in their systems”. Aggregate information was defined as “Information that has been combined with that of
other users and analysed or assessed as a whole, such that no specific individual may be reasonably identified”. It was unclear what reasonably meant. The possibility of being identified was mentioned in relation to pseudonymous information, of which it was stated: “Information that has been stripped of your Account Information and other identifying data, such that you cannot easily be identified as an individual to the public and is instead only identifiable by a kit number or other alphanumeric sequences.” What was meant by easily identified remained unclear. GDPR does not apply to anonymous information. However, it states that “Personal data which have undergone pseudonymisation, which could be attributed to a natural person by the use of additional information should be considered to be information on an identifiable natural person. To determine whether a natural person is identifiable, account should be taken of all the means reasonably likely to be used, such as singling out, either by the controller or by another person to identify the natural person directly or indirectly” (GDPR, 2016, p. 5).

MyHeritage did not define personal information other than exemplifying with “types of personal information”, including “DNA information” of which it was said “DNA-related information is generated and stored when you use our DNA Services”. A disclaimer stated “You acknowledge that you provide your personal information at your own risk”. MyHeritage explained how they used personal data in a section which contained the most comprehensive information, but it was stated that the privacy policy should be read in conjunction with the Terms and Conditions. The privacy policy said, “We only collect information we believe is necessary for our legitimate business interests, to provide you with the Service”. It was unclear what was meant by legitimate business interests. MyHeritage stated that they processed health related information not only of the data subject but also their family: “Before providing you with the DNA Health Reports, we collect certain self-reported family health history information from you, about you and your family members”. This information was said to be required in the USA but collected from all users “for data consistency”. The privacy policy did not require consent from family members before reporting their health history despite this being personal data that could be highly sensitive.
CONSENT

According to GDPR “Consent should be given by a clear affirmative act establishing a freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her” (GDPR, 2016, p. 6). This can include ticking a box when visiting an internet website or choosing technical settings for information society services. If the controller intends to process the personal data for a purpose other than that for which they were collected, the controller “should provide the data subject prior to that further processing with information on that other purpose and other necessary information” (GDPR, 2016, p. 12).

All three privacy policies declared that by creating an account, users were confirming that they understood that the company would collect, process, and share the users’ personal data. Additional documents covered informed consent for research, of which it was stated that consent could be revoked at any time, unless the research had already occurred or was underway.

Ancestry’s Informed consent for research covered “research that may be performed by AncestryDNA, a third-party researcher or in collaboration between AncestryDNA and a third-party researcher” (Ancestry, 2018) under the umbrella of Ancestry Human Diversity Project, which covered a broad spectrum of research related to the study of human genetics, genealogy, anthropology, and health. The research agreed to could be performed by employees of AncestryDNA, as well as “researchers from other organisations and companies who share our Purpose. This might include academic institutions as well as non-profit and for-profit businesses or government agencies”. This statement is problematic since consent should be given only for specific purposes. Potential research participants are to be given information about the key elements of a research study and what their participation will involve. Ancestry’s informed consent seemed to be much broader. The consent covered the use of “all data that you provide to us when you use our Services, including Biological Samples and any data derived from those samples”. Self-reported health and trait data may include information about family members that had not given their consent since it consisted of “lifestyle or other traits of you and your family members”.
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FamilyTreeDNAs’ privacy policy said DNA samples were stored “so that they can be attainable for future testing”, if the data subject had agreed to it. FamilyTreeDNA said one of the primary purposes for which users’ genetic information was processed was to “perform statistical, scientific, and historical research”, but that the company would not share users’ personal information with third parties without additional consent “before we collect and process Sensitive Information as part of your interaction with the Services”. However, it was unclear what was meant by Sensitive Information and how this related to what was defined as genetic information or DNA data. FamilyTreeDNA described their consent process for research as “Users wishing to participate in genetic research projects may indicate so and will be included in a candidate pool. If you become a potential candidate for a research project, you will be contacted to grant specific consent for every individual research project opportunity.”

MyHeritages privacy policy said, “special category data or sensitive personal data is processed on your explicit consent”, and that “If you voluntarily agreed to the DNA Informed consent we may use your information (such as DNA Results and other DNA Information) for the purposes of research as specified therein”. Their document DNA Informed Consent — MyHeritage DNA Research Project (2021) explained that The MyHeritage DNA Research Project was “a program designed by MyHeritage to better understand human genetics, genealogy, and anthropology”. Consent gave MyHeritage the right to use personal data in a broad scope: “research studies designed to further our understanding of genealogy, anthropology, cultures, human evolution and migration, human genetics, population genetics, epidemiology, population health issues, and regional health issues”.

GDPR acknowledges that it is often not possible to fully identify the purpose of personal data processing for scientific research purposes at the time of data collection, why “data subjects should be allowed to give their consent to certain areas of scientific research when in keeping with recognised ethical standards for scientific research” (GDPR, 2016, p. 6). Only FamilyTreeDNA said they would ask for additional consent in this way.
“Data subject” is a concept used frequently in GDPR, mentioned 88 times, but not defined. We understand it as referring to the person who the personal data concerns. GDPR defines personal data as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person” which in the context of DTCGT is the person who has taken a DNA test, but which may also, due to the nature of DNA as partially shared between individuals, extend to genetic relatives. In relation to DTCGT, the individual taking a DNA test can be seen both as a data subject, a consumer and as a part of the company’s assets since the business is based on people sharing their data with others. Sharing genetic data is however not limited to being a privacy risk for the person who has taken the test but also for genetic relatives. GDPR does not address this issue but is founded on the idea that my personal is mine alone to do with as I please. One of the privacy policies stated that the company “collect certain self-reported family health history information from you, about you and your family members” which from what we can understand would mean that the person reporting the health history of others thereby would become a data processor “a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller”. This would require consent from concerned family members whose health data was being reported. Wallace et al. has suggested a “generational consent” model and recommended that “companies should make it clearer that clients should inform third parties about their plans to participate, that third parties’ data will be provided to companies, and that that data will be linked to other databases, thus raising privacy and issues on use of data” (Wallace et al., 2015, p. 1). However, which third parties that are concerned is not always clear from the start since there are differences between social family and genetic family, thus consent from a social relative might still breach the privacy of a genetic relative.

An immediate consequence for genetic relatives is that family relations are revealed in an unexpected and unwanted way. Theunissen found that “notions of family were frequently challenged with unexpected DNA test results causing shifts in personal and social identities, especially in their family and biological identities” (Theunissen, 2022, p. 1).
Discussion and concluding remarks

The first research question was: How do the three companies’ privacy policies comply with the General Data Protection Regulation? The result indicated three types of shortcomings in the companies’ approach to the regulation:

- The privacy policies seldom mentioned GDPR. When mentioned, it was done briefly and in one case we found references to invalid international agreements. This conflicts with GDPR’s requirement that “the controller shall implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure and to be able to demonstrate that processing is performed in accordance with this Regulation” (GDPR, 2016, Chapter IV Article 24).

- The privacy policies were often vague and even potentially misleading in their wording. The consequence was that users could not fully understand what personal data the companies collected or what would happen to the data. This conflicts with GDPR’s requirement that information about data processing should be provided “in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language” (GDPR, 2016, Chapter III Article 12).

- All companies said they may change or update the terms without notice. This might undermine what the data subject had first agreed to and thus conflicts with GDPR’s requirement that personal data should only be collected “for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those purposes” (GDPR, 2016, Chapter II Article 5).

The second research question was: What are the limitations of the current legal framework when considering the nature of genetic data as shared between individuals? Given the shortcomings we were able to identify, one important point becomes clear:

- The privacy policies studied all make a distinction between genetic material and genetic data, as does GDPR: “Genetic data should be defined as personal data relating to the inherited or acquired genetic characteristics of a natural person which result from the analysis of a biological sample from the natural person in question” (GDPR, 2016, Article 4). This
becomes problematic due to the nature of genetic data as partially shared, which has the consequence that sensitive data such as maternity or paternity can be revealed without consent of all concerned parties. As De Witte & ten Have pointed out it is even problematic to talk of genes as parts of an individual person’s body since “is not specific for an individual but refers to a pedigree; similar material is shared with relatives and genes as physical entities are in fact common to all people” (De Witte & the Have, 1997, p. 58).

In sum, we found that there was not always a clear difference between what GDPR says about how personal data should be processed and how the companies said they processed personal data. The problems appeared between the lines – in unclear formulations and inaccessible language, in translated versions of the privacy policies that were not legally binding, in seemingly trivial settings that could have far-reaching consequences, and in conditions that could be changed at any time. Thus, it was a challenge to specify the risks that the privacy policies had in relation to privacy and applicable law. However, we could estimate a few problematic features.

The first relates to the relationship between law and technical development. The services DTCGT companies offer are historically unprecedented. Genealogy and family history are not new phenomena, but the possibility to turn to genetics to the extent done today is based on methods developed in a relatively short time where it is unclear if juridical frameworks have kept up. This is not to say that genealogy based on traditional records or oral narrations is unproblematic. However, contemporary genealogy done by analysing and sharing genetic information increases the privacy risks, both for the individual tested and for their genetic relatives. In one case the company asked users to provide family health history information about not only the user but also about the user’s family members, which adds to the privacy risks of people who are not customers.

We also found a lack of a coherent account of what sensitive personal data that the companies processed. Often there were hints as to what type of personal data the privacy policies referred to, but these hints were scattered across the text under different headings. An adjacent problem was that in the two cases where the privacy policies were translated to
Swedish, the companies stated that the translation was just for convenience, and that only the English version is legally binding. Not all users have the linguistic skills to read English. The companies place much responsibility on the user. This is also relevant in relation to consent. To give consent, the user must understand the privacy policy. Small and seemingly insignificant setting options at the web pages of companies can lead to large consequences for the user. For example, how personal data can be received or shared via the user’s profile to others. These settings also hold the potential to have consequences for genetic relatives that have not given their consent to having their data processed. The offer that services can be customised might be problematic since it is difficult for the individual to comprehend the consequences of all settings made. It is hard to predict solely based on the privacy policies how the data will be processed in the future and which consequences that may follow. Our results confirm King’s conclusion that “the collective identification presented by DTCGT takes the challenge of managing collective privacy to a new level while also raising critical questions of consent” (King 2019, p. 26). More knowledge is needed about how to handle privacy of genetic relatives in cases where individuals provide genetic data to DTCGT companies. Future research could investigate what specific privacy consequences DNA testing has had for genetic relatives of customers using the services of DTCGT companies, and how the legal framework could be adapted to respond to the development of commercial services based on new advances in genomic and digital technology.
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